Orientation strategies in natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery.
The aims of this study were to (1) describe the visual attention strategies employed by surgeons that are associated with high performance in reorientation and (2) identify key structures guiding attention deployment of the surgeon in the process of self-orientation in common clinical natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) scenarios. Disorientation has been identified as one of the major barriers to be overcome before widespread clinical NOTES uptake. Understanding disorientation requires description of key perceptual-motor factors leading to disorientation, assessment of their relative impact, and quantification of navigation performance. Twenty-one surgeons were shown a series of 8 images acquired during human NOTES operations from the flexible endoscope from different perspectives to induce disorientation. Gaze behavior was recorded using an eye tracker as the subjects were asked to establish the image orientation. Main outcome measures were times taken to establish orientation, eye-tracking parameters, and fixation sequences on organs and structures/regions of interest (ROI). High-performance subjects had a lower number of fixations and normalized dwell time per ROI compared with others, suggesting a more structured and focused approach to orientation. Orientation strategies associated with high performance were described using a validated algorithm for comparing visual reorientation behavior and amount of visual attention on individual ROIs in each scenario were quantified. Key areas of organs and structures during reorientation were illustrated using dwell time normalized visual maps. Targeted orientation strategies revealed in this study are expected to aid in decreasing the learning curve associated with NOTES and increase performance even for experienced surgeons and gastroenterologists. Crucially, these data can provide guidance for designing orientation friendly NOTES platforms.